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Introduction & Overview
This white paper gives an overview of the benefits of investing in Global Audit-Ready™ from Cooper Compliance.
The system was rigorously designed to support your organizational management of the Government Risk and
Compliance (GRC) standards. The Global Audit-Ready suite includes Microsoft SharePoint applications that report on your
regulatory programs and collect information on day-to-day tasks.

Our mission is to help automate your workflow while mitigating risks and integrating automated
internal controls. This results in liberating your time and minimizing audit scope. Simultaneously, our
mission is to help your whole team achieve constant high-quality practices and response to fluctuations
in regulations, staffing and processes of your organization.

Global Audit-Ready SharePoint applications document
how you comply with standards and help you maintain
evidence in the most productive way possible.
Makes your day-to-day activities easier and unburdens
your time to focus on adding value to your organization.

Achievements:
• Clearly documented program status
• Real-time documentation and evidence to ensure
accuracy and completeness
• Timely stakeholder communications with automated
controls and notifications
• Simplified logging systems to ensure that operators
and field staff know what to do in real-time
• Constant support for Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to
free up time to focus on their roles while meeting
regulatory responsibilities
• Coordinating compliance to all your regulations and
documented agreements

All functions are integrated across the Global AuditReady suite. From reporting, to managing lists, to
ensuring timely communications and proper storage of
required and completed documentation, we have you
covered. Be assured that there is a safety net to help you
manage required actions and regulatory reporting to
establish and maintain compliance.
When using Global Audit-Ready, data is collected as it is
created, resulting in a one-stop-shop for all compliance
needs. Retire your librarian role and focus on your
company’s core business. Data is continuously collected
resulting in a one stop shop for all compliance needs.
“Global Audit-Ready inspires confidence in PWP
management because they can easily validate that we
are in compliance. Global Audit-Ready motivates my
team because it removes the guess work from
compliance. They know exactly what is expected and
by when.”
— Angela Kimmey, City of Pasadena

• Automated reporting of key indicators such as GADS,
TADS, SAIDI, SAIFI and CADI
• Minimal IT Involvement!

Designed for Ease of Use and Simplicity
The Cooper Compliance Global Audit-Ready SharePoint®
Applications are the ideal platform for those responsible
for managing compliance programs while embedding
internal controls into daily activities. Our approach allows

you to focus on your daily activities, while at the same
time documenting crucial procedures, tracking
evidence, assigning responsibilities, and building
controls into your compliance program.
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Setup and use is as easy as 1, 2, 3, 4
1 Describe your procedure, policy, activity or control.
2 Associate what you do to comply with all governing regulations, including NERC, State or Local regulations, Agreements,
Safety, and more.
3 Identify the types of documentation (lists, reports, email, studies) to prove accuracy and completeness.
4 Upload documentation associated to the process and automatically close out your tasks.
The result? You will be ready to prove compliance at
any time.
Global Audit-Ready focuses on ease of use by collecting
compliance documentation in daily activities. With the
applications in place, your organization is just a click
away from demonstrating that your team is audit
ready at all times.
To ensure you get the best capabilities, we built Global
Audit-Ready to adhere to the exacting standards of the
North American Electric Reliability Corporation’s (NERC)
Risk-Based Insurance Initiatives. With these applications,
your entity is equipped to build-in, document and
demonstrate your controls in order to score highly on an
Internal Controls Evaluation (ICE). The application
carries out the auditing and reporting responsibilities
with significantly reduced labor and time.

Make Adoption Faster, Easier and Simplify the Process of Becoming
a Global Audit-Ready Organization
Why Microsoft SharePoint®? Make adoption faster and
easier and simplify the process of becoming a Global
Audit-Ready organization. Being a best in class,
enterprise-grade tool, SharePoint provides a familiar and
easy-to-use foundation. Microsoft software-based
organizations already have SharePoint* installed.
Because Global Audit-Ready is a SharePoint add-in you
will not have to jump through extra hoops to obtain
permission to install new software or systems when
implementing. Global Audit-Ready simply plugs into your
existing IT infrastructure. If you work on a PC using
Global Audit-Ready will be easy.

Minimizing Impact on your IT Team
Global Audit-Ready is not a separate software platform.
It supports both on-site and cloud-based Office 365
implementations. The application keeps your
organization audit ready while freeing up IT to focus on
their key priorities, such as infrastructure and cyber
security.
Global Audit-Ready uses the same access controls of your
existing SharePoint. This means your users are only able
to perform actions in the apps that they already have
permission to access in SharePoint. The apps use out-ofthe-box SharePoint lists and libraries and do not access
information outside of your environment.
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Once the application is uploaded into the app catalog,
users can install and access the app. When an updated
version of the app is released, an administrator simply
needs to upload the new app file and the updated
version of Global Audit-Ready is available to all users.

We deliver quality! We run three rigorous testing phases
for each new or updated deployment to your SharePoint
environment.
*Microsoft Office 365 includes a cloud version of SharePoint which
works seamlessly with Global Audit-Ready.

Putting your Efficiency, Consistency and Discoverability First
The Global Audit-Ready suite of applications are
designed with the power and clarity of a processoriented approach. At its heart, it documents the
activities and controls that are unique to your
organization for complying with regulations and laws.

With Global Audit-Ready, copy in the URL of the system
and link to use that evidence. All in one place.

Efficiency is gained because process narratives and
evidence (procedures, policies, logs, studies, etc) are
associated with the process rather than to regulations or
laws. This means you only load evidence one time.
Another benefit is everyone is always using the same
version of the same document. The resulting
documentation gives evidence of compliance. The
outcome is a natural association of documentation with
all appropriate regulations, not just one. Evidence is
collected and associated with the process narratives to
demonstrate coverage at every step of compliance.
Accountability is assigned to the individual that performs
or manages the process. This allows simple delegation of
responsibility across departments when multiple
individuals are responsible for demonstrating compliance
to the regulation or law.
Another benefit is that this approach requires your team
to describe the process associated with each piece of
evidence, clarifying the intention behind the evidence of
compliance to the auditor. In short, it makes everyone’s
lives easier. Manage change with no change. Does your
organization have evidence stored in an existing system?
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Designed to Free Up Time and Empower Your Team
The Global Audit-Ready suite of applications are
designed by experts on NERC (North American Electric
Reliability Corporation) for cataloging, monitoring, and
reporting compliance to NERC standards. Our clients
have enjoyed the liberating experience so much, they
asked that we expand coverage to all of their regulation
needs. We pride ourselves in listening to our customers’
needs. As a result Global Audit-Ready goes even further.
The system now has the flexibility to manage any type of
regulation using our process oriented approach.

In this document we use examples for NERC. In the case
of NERC Compliance, the system is pre-loaded with NERC
standards separated into individual requirements.
Configurations are available for any compliance scenario.
This feature makes it easy for each person in your
organization to access and display all regulations and
their associated processes, procedures, and evidence.

The Suite Includes the Following Applications:
• Dashboard for quick executive and management overview of the program
• Compliance Status Reports, showing regulations, associated processes, supporting documentation, and internal audit
results. (Designed to emulate NERC Reliability Standard Audit Worksheets (RSAWs))
• Document Loader for one-time systematic loading of documents, tracking of data requests, and starting workflows to
ensure a prompt response.
• Editor application to quickly add new processes and controls while associating them with regulatory requirements.
• SharePoint Task list that integrates with the program to view open tasks.
• Operator Instruction Log (OIL), which tells your operators what to do and when to complete required actions in response
to incidents.
• Compliance OIL Report identifies all logs for a specific time period and associates those logs with the relevant regulation.
• Protection System Maintenance Program (PSMP) to ensure timely and complete reporting.
• Transmission Vegetation Maintenance Program (TVMP) to develop inspection work orders and track completion of
vegetation removal.
• Expand your cyber asset tracking capability by integrating Global Audit-Ready into third party systems.
• Expand with your own lists, libraries, and systems, as it is designed to work with Microsoft Office applications.

Why Use a Process Oriented Approach?
Regulations are often vague to allow organizations the
flexibility to design a program unique to their individual
operations while meeting the objective.
Process narratives document how an entity complies
with each regulatory requirement. They describe the
procedures, policies, activities, controls or other

documentation that demonstrates how the entity meets
each applicable requirement.
The process oriented approach does not focus on the
standard. When the process is documented it describes
who does what, when and why. It also depicts the
evidence used to demonstrate completion, accuracy
and/or timeliness.
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For example, “At least once each quarter, the Substation Inspection Department inspects the substation to ensure all
equipment is in good working order. Amongst other things, the inspection ensures the DC power supply is sufficient,
electrolyte levels of the batteries are appropriate, and there are no un-intentional grounds in the battery system. The
inspections are logged in the substation inspection form. The form is uploaded into the Global Audit-Ready PSMP
SharePoint application. This SharePoint application provides a checkbox of requirements that meet the PRC-005 standard,
allowing the Substation Inspection Department Manager to validate completeness prior to uploading the document.”

This strategic approach, when set up properly, means
evidence is loaded only one time and automatically gets
associated with every requirement for which it is
applicable.
Defining the process with strong internal controls helps
establish compliance. A process defines the activities you
do to complete a task. Within Cooper Compliance Global
Audit-Ready, an internal control is a process instituted by
an entity’s board of directors, management and other
personnel that is designed to provide reasonable
assurance in achieving compliance with applicable laws
and regulations.

Global Audit-Ready supports controls as defined by
the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). Control categories
are defined by the IIA as directive, preventive, detective,
and corrective. When documenting your controls, you
specify its type. By including the time and needed
periodicity, automatic reminders will be triggered.

Global Audit-Ready Dashboard
This capability gives a simple overview of compliance,
including:

date. Change the dates to show standards enforceable at
other times.

• View team members that are responsible for ensuring
the regulations are met

Cooper Compliance provides monthly updates for any
changes or additions in NERC requirements. This allows
you to know with clarity if things are on track and
“compliant for today” or in any future time frame, and it
identifies what you need to do to get prepared. By
default, the dashboard is set to today’s date in both.

• Check overall compliance status of your program
• See the effective dates of the regulation.
• Click to view open tasks.
• Drill down to view status of individual requirements
associated with the regulation.
• View key performance indicator charts to get a quick
snapshot of your program status.
Click on each standard for more information on the
description of the regulation, your processes, controls,
evidence, and audit results. By selecting the date ranges
you can view compliance status in any given time frame.
The report shows all standards and the status of the
process applicable to the entity during that range. Use
this dashboard to prepare for annual self-certifications or
when preparing for future standards. By default, the
dashboard is set to today’s date in both the Start and End
fields. This shows all standards that are active on today’s

Keep it simple! With Global Audit-Ready, anything in blue
is a hyperlink you can connect to with one click.
Standards open the Compliance Status Report, which
displays all requirements by standard. Drill down and
view the status for the individual process associated with
each requirement.
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Global Audit-Ready Compliance Status Report
The reporting function of the Compliance Status Report
is the central hub that maintains evidence and updates
information on your compliance program. It includes a
database of all related regulations. For NERC, these
regulations are grouped into standards which are already
provided and maintained in the system. With it you can
drill down to individual Requirements and associated
process.
To add and manage different compliance needs, simply
add a SharePoint list populated with the regulations. In
the convenient standards report you can view
information on the standard, update narratives and add
your evidence, all at your fingertips.
Use the Global Audit-Ready Compliance Status Report to
document the processes (policies, procedures, activities,
controls, logs, etc.) that show how you comply with the
regulations. When identifying the process and
associating it with the regulation you will also identify
the process owner (SME), associate the document,
create the linked evidence or describe the type of
evidence that should be loaded using the Document
Loader.
Perform the following functions with Global Audit-Ready
Compliance Status Report:
• View each standard and its applicability to your
organization
• See documents associated with a requirement
• Read and edit process narratives to ensure compliance
• Identify who is responsible for a process
• Identify associated controls
• Document internal or self-audit results Print to PDF and
maintain on the hyperlinks for the current state.

Click on the blue links for access to:
• The standard (e.g. EOP-004-3) links to the regulatory
page.
• The process name (e.g. Disturbance Reports) links to
the meta data and associated controls for that process
• The requirement name (e.g. R1) to associate the
procedures, polices processes and controls
• Click “load evidence” to upload a new document

• Print to PDF and maintain on the hyperlinks for the
current state.
In the Global Audit-Ready report by standard, the
Compliance Assessment Approach can be completed by
your internal auditors or your process owners during a
self-audit. The Questions section is to be completed by
the Subject Matter Expert (SME) to assist the auditors. All
these crucial data points have been extracted in the
system from the Reliability standard Audit Worksheets
(RSAWs), and appear with their related Requirement.
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Global Audit-Ready Subject Matter Expert Responsibility Report
Subject matter experts know their duties best! The SME
Responsibility Report provides the same capabilities as
the report by standard but is set up to focus on the
individual responsible or subject matter expert‘s (SME)
responsibilities. This allows staff to focus on other
essential organizational work rather than become a
compliance expert.

Global Audit-Ready Document Loading Component
This function associates all compliance evidence with the
process, loads documents, and gathers relevant
metadata. The responsible individual loads the
documents that are collected periodically or randomly.
The document loader is tied to the automated work
flows to close out a task. Simply loading a document into
the system is all that is needed with no additional
administrative steps.
The Global Audit-Ready document loading function helps
you manage regulatory data requests to ensure a prompt
response. When you receive a request, just load the data
request and specify the due dates. The built-in workflows
will automatically do their job to ensure a timely
response.
Once the work is complete and the response has been
sent, simply load the evidence of response and the task is
marked as complete – are all taken care of automatically.
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Global Audit-Ready Editor Component
The Global Audit-Ready Editor function is designed to
efficiently aid in building and maintaining your
compliance program. This is where you describe your
procedures, policies, processes, or controls to a new, or
revised, regulation. If the process is already documented
within the system you can quickly associate it to the
regulation.
“Kudos to the new Editor. I was able to set
up a new standard in less than 14 minutes.”
— Nick Braden, Modesto Irrigation District

Transmission Vegetation Maintenance Program (TVMP)
To assist in monitoring your vegetation maintenance
program, you can log all poles, upload inspection reports,
generate work orders, and track maintenance
procedures. These controls allow for evidence loading
with reminder emails to prompt timely inspections.
The TVMP includes the following
• Pole Inventory
• TVMP Inspection Record
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Operator Instructions Log (OIL)
Use the Global Audit-Ready OIL to ensure your operating
personnel know what to do and when while building
compliance into their daily activities. This function is
more than just an electronic log book. It is an electronic
procedure with a check list. Controls built into OIL ensure
completeness, accuracy and timeliness.

OIL automation takes the pain out of regulatory and
internal reporting by collecting information in real time.

OIL supports you in real time
• Event logging
• Actionable check lists
• Automated emails to those who need to know
• Automated reporting to agencies
• Execution of all mandatory steps and reduction for
time spent correcting issues adverse to quality
operations
OIL logs real-time operating activities, gives guidance to
ensure regulatory requirements or contractual
obligations are met while integrating compliance into
daily activities.
The defined checklist of procedural steps ensures that all
activities are completed and records who executed the
required task. Integrated controls ensure completeness
while ensuring the operator performs required activities
before closing out the log. OIL provides step-by-step
instructions on when and what to do for each event. It
also automates manual processes while turning list
management, communications and procedural steps into
a painless and easily repeatable exercise. This results in a
safety net by helping your operating personnel and
stakeholders do the right thing in the right sequence as
you manage through any given incident.

Reporting capabilities include:
• NERC Generator Availability Data System (GADS)
• Transmission Availability Data System (TADS)
• System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI)
• Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI)
• System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)
• Misoperation Information Data Analysis System
(MiDAS)
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Operator Instructions Log (OIL)
Use the OIL Report app to view a list of operating
events that were previously logged. This provides a
high level overview of all logs created with the
Operator Instruction Log application, which is
especially useful for managers or compliance leaders.
The NERC OIL Report shows events organized by the
NERC requirement and event type with which the
event is associated. In addition, an event analysis
form is initiated when an event includes a breaker
operation, where the details of the breaker operation
can be recorded.

Protection System Maintenance
Program (PSMP)
The Global Audit-Ready Protection System Maintenance
Program SharePoint application integrates with the
dashboard and reporter to ensure the overall status of
your program meets PRC-005 requirements. Key features
include:
• Controls to ensure completeness and timeliness
• Checklist to ensure completion of required
maintenance and testing
• Ensures timeliness by generating work orders,
reminder & escalations in emails
• Tracks unresolved issues
• Integrates with Global Audit-Ready reporting functions
for overall program status
One step to close out work orders. Once a document is
loaded, it updates the log of all equipment to ensure
work is prompt. A workflow marks the record as
complete, sets up the next test date, and sends
reminders in a predetermined number of days prior to
the next due date. Therefore, the status of your
maintenance program effort is always up-to-date.
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Audit Package Creator
Use the Global Audit-Ready Audit Package Creator
function to create a professional audit submittal
with a click of a button. The Microsoft Word audit
forms (RSAWs for NERC) are automatically filled in.
Evidence is renamed with an ID number in the order
it appears in the audit document, and is associated
with form content to provide clarity to the auditors.

Next steps to success - let us assist you in getting Global Audit-Ready
Contact us to set up a demonstration of the Global Audit-Ready suite. You will learn how your organization can benefit by
making compliance a part of daily operations.
We will walk you through our software, showing you how you can achieve the following for your team:
• Consistency
• Discoverability

• Organization
• Effectiveness

• Visibility
• Compliance

Get ready to make your SharePoint experience soar and get Global Audit-Ready today!
“Our lives are so much easier now we have Global Audit-Ready. From set up to getting things running we
feel like compliance is built into our daily work. Cooper Compliance have been there for us every step of
the way.”
— Dennis Schmidt, Anaheim

info@coopercompliance.com | www.coopercompliance.com | 916.933.3963
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